
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #37 
  

 

Lazy Sunday? Not at Inbound! In this selection of our weekly posts, we focus on 

European Small Caps, their valuation and a hint of exuberance across the (stock 

market) board (LPE RESEARCH, CGP-CONSEILS), skiing in Switzerland, 

autonomous cars and SPAC deals playing in favour of LUMIBIRD (LBIRD FP), 

Germany trumping California in EV, Nasdaq and gender equality (Germany was last 

week!), QUADPACK (ALQP FP) showing quality pays off, Straight-to-Streaming and 

the Death of Cinemas, mourning Tony Hsieh - and more!  

  

Have a good read! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=b534169575&e=dbe29cf097


 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

    

HOTEL GERMANIA, NOT CALIFORNIA IN EV 

Germany is poised to overtake California in electric vehicle sales for the first time this year as a 

range of government incentives is propelling Europe’s biggest auto market ahead of Tesla’s home 

state. 

German drivers bought 98,370 fully electric cars during the first nine months of 2020, roughly a 

third more than what California sold. State-funded subsidies of as much as 9,000 euros per 

battery-powered vehicle have boosted Germany’s electric-car fleet to twice the size of Norway’s, 

which still reigns as the country with the highest per-capita EV penetration. This development is 

a boon for local automakers Volkswagen AG, Daimler AG and BMW AG as they seek to catch up 

with Tesla. Once world leaders in automotive innovation, the three German manufacturers 

combined are valued at less than half their U.S. rival, which is building a factory near Berlin to 

challenge the companies on their home turf. 

This is no doubt all good news for ALD, the #1 Full Service Leasing & Fleet Management in 

Europe, which is leading the charge in electric vehicles – see their recent Capital Markets Day: 

https://lnkd.in/dRjpg7w 

Inbound had provided advisory services for ALD. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

DRIVERLESS CARS TAKING OFF REINFORCE THE POSITION OF LASER 

SPECIALISTS LIKE LUMIBIRD (LBIRD FP, €280m market cap) 
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Projects doing away with safety drivers are as many signs of early-stage commercialisation of 

autonomous cars. ALPHABET (GOOG US)'s Waymo robotaxi one is furthest ahead, closely 

followed by Motional (a $4bn JV between HYUNDAI (005380 KS) and APTIV (APTV US)), 

Cruise Automotion (controlled by GENERAL MOTORS (GM US) with HONDA+ SOFTBANK 

invested), Argo AI funded by FORD (F US) and VW (VOW GR), Aurora Innovation (in which 

AMAZON (AMZN US) put a ticket) or last but not least TESLA (TESLA US). Elon Musk is 

talking of 1m robotaxis on the road by the end of 2021m. Don't hold your breath: the road will 

be long before mainstream adoption, but it's all happening and the players behind driverless 

projects (with a minimum entry ticket of $1bn ) are clearly deep-pocketed. Safety is the common 

denominator between them, making advanced laser sensors and guidance systems like those 

provided by leading laser specialist LBIRD all the more critical: https://lnkd.in/eHpAzb4 

** LBIRD is presenting at the UBS MOBILITY Conference on Dec 10&11 ** 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

LUMIBIRD (LBIRD FP, €280m market cap) IS PRESENTING AT THE UBS 

MOBILITY CONFERENCE ON DECEMBER 10 & 11 

Laser/Lidar sector is shining with investors, with another potential SPAC IPO on the way… 

Innoviz Technologies, an Israeli startup focused on lidar, laser sensors used in autonomous 

vehicles, is in talks to go public through a merger with Texas-based Collective Growth Corp 

(CGRO SU). Collective Growth is seeking to raise $100m to $350m in new equity to support a 

transaction potentially valuing the combined entity at $1bn+. Innoviz’s investors include 

Samsung Electronics, SoftBank Ventures Asia and Phoenix Insurance, based on website. 

SPAC mergers have become increasingly popular for closely held companies to raise growth 

capital. Velodyne Lidar Inc. and Luminar Technologies Inc., another lidar company, recently 

went public through mergers with Graf Industrial Inc. and Gores Metropoulos, respectively. 

Aeva, a lidar startup, last month agreed to merge with Interprivate Acquisition Corp. 

The sector is moving on pretty high valuations, though no one seems to look at Lumibird (LBIRD 
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FP, €280m market cap) as a major player in this field… The company however has big ambitions 

in lidar and is already working with a GAFA on it. 

Lumibird is attending the UBS Mobility conference on 10/11th December and Inbound is 

currently arranging some investor meetings with the CEO. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

PRUDENT ALLOCATION DE RIGUEUR 

In its latest newsletter, French trail-blazing wealth advisory firm CGP-Conseils (www.cgp-

conseils.fr.com) sticks to its cautious financial guns regarding the tactical portfolio allocations it 

recommends to its clients. Faced with a relative disconnect vs. economic reality (and negative 

momentum, especially in Europe), valuation remains the key metric to watch for CGP-Conseils, 

which applies a truly innovative approach to personal wealth. While the stock markets across 

the board seem to discount a very optimistic, V-shaped recovery scenario, they also got a boost 

from a never-seen-before cooperation between central banks and governments to navigate the 

crisis. How much is a good thing becoming a bad thing? Caution is increasingly de rigueur it 

seems. CGP-Conseils is unique to offer superior "institutional equity DNA" coupled with 

advanced algorithms, blending the expertise seasoned equity portfolio managers with strong 

pedigrees and proven track records together with the technological edge of software company 

One Logic.  

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

QUADPACK (ALQP FP) SPELLS RESILIENCE 

H1 2020 has been difficult for most companies due to the Covid pandemic and the lockdowns 

implemented in most countries. As a global beauty packager, Quadpack has suffered from this 
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situation with a -29% drop in its sales on a like-for-like basis. Thanks to the acquisition of the 

German manufacturer Louvrette in Germany, the total sales decrease is only -9.1%. The good 

news is that Quadpack's profitability has been resilient with an EBITDA margin at 7.3% vs 9.9% 

on H1 2019. This resilience can be explained by a pre-emptive cost optimization plan. Quadpack 

is now focused on recovery with priorities such as digitalization, increasing in-house 

manufacturing capacity, and long-term sustainability. We are convinced that with all the 

measures taken during the pandemic, it will be one of the winners when it will end! And all that 

with a significant improvement regarding ESG. #quadpack #sustainability #recovery 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

WAS IT ALL JUST A BAD DREAM, ASKS LPE RESEARCH? 

According to stock market indices, there was no crisis in 2020. In the US, the S&P 500 is up more 

than 10% vs. the beginning of the year. In France, if the CAC 40 is still somewhat below, French 

Small & Mid Caps have already recovered to that level at least and often made further gains. The 

fall in interest rates, the massive injection of central bank liquidity and the lack of alternatives to 

equity investments in the desperate search for yield explain this situation: a tide lifts all boats. 

Yet is it really so reasonable to pay on average 20x the expected - wished! - 2021 profits of 

French Small/Mid caps in view of the crisis and its consequences? The explosion of state debt, 

the lastingly low rates and the sharper inequality debate will sooner or later weigh on the 

economy. The post-crisis period may not be as rosy as hoped while multiples already discount 

the best outcome. Many companies have had to take on new debts that will have to be repaid 

without the economy returning to pre-crisis levels. A tide lifts all boats but "only when it goes 

out do you discover who's been swimming naked" (Warren Buffett). 

Click here to find out more >> 
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EUROPEAN SMALL CAPS: 3Q20 EV/EBITDA VALUATION WAS ALREADY BACK 

TO PRE-CRISIS LEVELS:  

Infront Analytics (www.infrontanalytics.com)' Eurozone Small/Mid Cap valuation index 

increased further in Q3 2020 (+16%) to a median EV/EBITDA multiple of 8.7x, up from 7.5x at 

end June. Average index constituents share performance was +4% in the quarter, so the median 

EV/EBITDA multiple rose more than the stock prices. This was mainly due to lower EBITDA 

levels, impacted by the first quarters of 2020, and relatively high stock prices and debt levels 

boosting Enterprise Values. In the meantime, median EBITDA margin of the constituents 

decreased to 11.4% (vs. 12% in Q2 2020). NORDICS Small Caps valuation index increased to a 

high 12.5x EBITDA (11.0x in Q2 2020). FRENCH Small Caps increased to 8.2x EBITDA (7.0x in 

Q2 2020) and GERMAN Small Caps also rose to a high level of 9.8x EBITDA (8.0x in Q2 2020) 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

    

FAREWELL TO ZAPPOS’ VISIONARY CREATOR 

The first time I read something about Tony Hsieh, I was totally amazed by the way he had 

managed Zappos and succeeded. His personal mantra was “delivering happiness” and he tested 

provoking organizational ideas such as his famous emphasis on employee self-governance, or 

“holacracy". For example, employees decided on the company’s 10 core values, including “create 

fun and a little weirdness,” “deliver WOW through service,” and “be adventurous, creative, and 

open-minded. 

20 years ago, nobody thought people would buy shoes without trying them, but Tony Hsieh. 

Zappos offered customers free shipping and free returns and encouraged them to call its in-house 
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service department, rather than directing them to email or an outsourced service team. 

Sometimes it even helped customers find shoes elsewhere if Zappos didn’t have the ones they 

wanted. An expensive strategy...but it worked! 

That's why I am sad that Tony passed away from injuries sustained during a house fire at only 46 

and just a few months after he retired. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

    

WATCH OUT: NASDAQ SETS A GENDER EQUALITY BENCHMARK 

Nasdaq is, at last, moving to more gender equality which is good news and shows that this trend 

is inescapable. 

It is proposing a rule that would require at least some measure of diversity on the boards of 

directors of companies listed on the exchange. The rule, which needs the approval of the SEC to 

take effect, would require companies to have at least 2 diverse directors, including one woman 

and one member of an "underrepresented" minority group (Black people, Latinos, or members of 

the LGBTQ+ community,...) Smaller companies and foreign companies on the exchange could 

comply with 2 woman directors (I will not comment on that one!). 

And, as we are in America, things are very simple: if you do not comply, you are delisted... 

meaning that most companies will comply. 

We know from the French example that if you don't implement such rules there is always a good 

excuse not to move to more gender equality even it is proven that it creates LT value. So even if I 

would have preferred to see boards moving in that direction of their own volition, it is already a 

big step forward and I like it! 

#corporategovernance  #ESG 

Click here to find out more >> 
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THE HILLS ARE ALIVE WITH THE SOUND OF *...GNASHING OF TEETH!* 

In an act of what might appear to be self-imposed national therapy, the #Swiss have launched a 

veritable #chocolate #bombe #fondant into the #alpine #ski world by refusing to copy #EU 

demands to halt all ski activity for a month. 

Ski in Switz ? Two things are clear. 1) Your wallet will suffer and 2) your chances of catching 

#covid19 will also be spectacularly high, relative to just about any activity other than sharing an 

apres-ski #sauna au nature ! 

You've got to love the ultra-luxe #Chedi Hotel in #Andermatt, who are arranging for their well-

healed guests to be flown into #Switzerland by private jet so they don't have mix with 

asymptomatic #hoipolloi on commercial airlines. What tosh ! If Lewis Hamilton can catch the 

disease driving around on his own all day, your not going to be safe in a #Learjet...are you? And 

even if your first night is disease free, then there are the lift queues, bubble and cable car rides, 

which are to social distancing what ex-#presidenttrump is to losing graciously. 

Landlocked and mountainous, yes ... but the Alps were the Euro-Covid hotspot in March. Surely 

this is pure, anger inducing, national self-harm. Best the rest of us stay home this year. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

DID THE PANDEMIC KILL MOVIE THEATERS? 

Is it the end of the movie theaters? 

Week after week the news is getting worse. Before the pandemic, Netflix and Amazon Prime 

were already skipping the theatrical release. Then with Covid-19, we saw Disney postponing all 

its releases and finally saying that they will be available at the same time on Disney+. Universal 
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did better as its movies will go to digital services after 17 days of viewing in cinemas. Then came 

Warner Bros saying that all its releases would be available to stream instantly in the US (HBO 

Max is not available elsewhere). 

All these elements don't seem too good for these poor movie theaters which have suffered from 

lockdowns and now have to compete with streaming platforms.  

We all know that it is not the same to watch a blockbuster on a nice large screen in a theater or 

on a much smaller screen at home. And we can still hope that theaters will survive! 

#streamingmedia #warnerbros 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

"SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO NOW? " 

-- a uniquely #British question in Dec 2020 - and apparently it's not too late ! 

It was with a little amusement and some trepidation that I read the article below suggesting that, 

despite #Christmas and with only 20 days to go, it is not too late to get off the island, for good! 

But for the inexorable decline in the value of £/€ since the 2016 #Brexit decision, more might 

have joined the wave of #Britons that have already left. This article (https://lnkd.in/dDvpG5Y) 

reports emigration to the #EU from #Britain has risen 30%, with half of those leaving in the 3 

months post the 2016 vote when the £ was stronger. 

If the political collective cannot agree a deal, her majesty's currency may weaken further still, 

suggesting that buying and moving this month may still have merit. 

But not so fast ! Perhaps the #Scots will come to our rescue with #nicolasturgeon insistence on a 

further referendum seeding an #EU return. Indeed rather than a panic buy now, maybe a small 

purchase north of #Hadrianswall might make more sense ? 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound acts as Outsourced Investor Relations for QUADPACK (ALQP FP). 

Inbound Capital provided advisory services to ALD Automotive (ALD FP).  

Inbound Capital provides introductions to CGP-Conseils and LPE Research. 
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